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Dearne Weekly
FACULTY NOTICES

Community A
date for your diary:
Saturday 25th
September, 2021.

Maths: KS3 Hegarty

English
Writer: Virginia Wolf

Y7:

Birthdate: January 25, 1882

What: This year’s
Maths
Dearne
Community Arts
Festival

485 – Angles in a triangle

Sun Sign: Aquarius

· 560 – Interior angles in quadrilaterals

Nationality: British

Where: Astrea Academy
Dearne

Y8:

When: 11am- 4pm

426 – Pictograms

Died: March 28, 1941

· 427 – Pie charts
Summer Fun in Phoenix
Park: 28th July. See flyer
below.

Y9:

2 – Expand double brackets
· 223 – Factorise quadratic
expressions
Facts of the week:
Ravens can talk as well as —
or even better than — parrots.
There's a Japanese word for
when you keep buying books
but you don't get around to

reading them: tsundoku.

Word of the week

loyalist
[ˈloiələst]
NOUN

1. a person who remains loyal to
the established ruler or
Coin for Respect Competition
government, especially in the
https://www.nationwide.co.uk
face of a revolt
/about/why-choosenationwide/mutualrespect/coin-forrespect?mc_cid=c64ffca8aa&m
c_eid=8edef007e4

Virginia Woolf was an English writer who
pioneered a narrative mode called stream of
consciousness to describe the thoughts and
feelings of the narrator. Regarded as one of
the most prominent modernist 20th-century
writers, Woolf's works have gained much
attention for inspiring feminism. Her life and
work have inspired several films, novels, and
plays.

Calling all knitters!
Yarn bombing: The idea is to have people knit
squares, rectangles and triangles, however they
want to, and these will be attached together to
cover benches/ railings, providing a splash of colour
in the community and pointing forward to the vast
creativity which will be on show at the festival on
the 25th Septemeber. If you'd like to get involved
with this, just get knitting!
Knitting can be dropped off in school to be collected
or taken to Goldthorpe Pentecostal Community
Church on Friday mornings between 9 and 11 a.m.

Goldthorpe Embankment
Goldthorpe Railways cuttings now open
for the whole community!
Saturday 10th July 10-12.30pm

We are situated across from the Texaco
garage. Cone and see for yourself how
great it looks!
Dearne Area Team 

